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Bosse & Baum is pleased to present Emilie Taylor’s first solo exhibition at the gallery, Beating the Bounds. The 
exhibition opens on 10 November and will run until 29 January, 2018, featuring a collection of new ceramic 
works from the Sheffield-based artist, exploring motherhood and the shape-shifting female body.  
 
The female representations share familiar characteristics with Taylor’s previous clay works, but are at once 
“darker and messier. The messiness of the work speaks to the central theme of the maternal subject as the work 
constitutes something of an artworking-through the viscosity of this maternal and the material becoming,” 
transforming. The stories on display are multi-layered, addressing subjects such as coming of age, fertility, 
exploitation, and the hardships of a maternal subject in the urban landscape. “Inspired by ancient forms, the 
Kudduru used by the Kassites of Ancient Mesopotamia, the large embellished pots and boulders are altogether 
human body-like. Bleached female figures carved into the clay, suspended and contorted in their free-falling 
state call forth, or call out, a subject in crisis. With the Akkadian meaning of 'frontier' or 'boundary', Kudduru’s 
were slabs functioning as documents of land grants, the large torso pots, with their references to re-claiming 
land by free-falling feminine forms and the boulders, more solid and grounded, are transformed as something 
beyond boundaries to become thresholds.” 
 
The clay pots contain “decorative images, shimmering 9ct gold leaf, a lighter but still earthy palette, English 
slipware, mud rich with iron, telling gently political stories of otherness located in a western, postindustrial 
urban-scape.” They speak more directly of a practice that has become concerned with exploring a different, 
more nuanced and personal politics, a productive collision perhaps, or a generative interaction of the private and 
public, the personal and political, between the institution and the experience of the maternal - towards 
(m)otherness. These more abstract and sculptural pots can be seen to function as monuments to an artist working 
through, and with, “new maternal experience - with the materials. The suspended images are of a new mother 
and older woman, as they embrace and hold one another. Carrying and bearing witness, sharing jouissance. 
What is created are vital objects; places where voice, experience and knowledge are as much material as the 
clay, iron and gold.” 
 
Emilie’s artworks are often inspired by her experiences as a social worker with local communities. Her use of 
clay, in the context of exploring something of the emergent maternal subject, is important. “Clay is the material 
of the earth, primordial, accessible, everyday, tactile. With clay, Taylor starts to open a Pandora’s box into the 
world of feminine-maternal difference. The maternal subject is a contested site for artist-women to explore. 
Here the maternal is storied through the experience of the artist-mother, as she moves from contorted images of 
m(o)therness towards togetherness and difference, as she reclaims the city as well as herself.”  
 
Extracts taken from Beating the Bounds by Dr Paula McCloskey  
 

About the artist 
Emilie Taylor (b. 1980, UK) is a ceramic artist working from her studio in Sheffield. Her large scale ceramics 
use heritage craft processes, particularly traditional slipware, to interpret and represent post-industrial 
landscapes. Taylor is interested in the pot as container and metaphor for how we seek to contain different 
communities within society, and the narratives they depict portray stories of  ‘people who exist in gaps’, in the 
liminal spaces, existing on the periphery of society. Beyond the studio she works with the communities 
represented in her work, and through interdisciplinary projects hopes to apply the alchemical quality of ceramics 
in a socially engaged context. Taylor emphasises the relationship between art, culture and social change, as we 
are reminded of the domestic function of these objects and how slipware is traditionally a commemorative art 
form.  
 
Taylor graduated from Liverpool in 2001 with a Bachelor's degree in Fine Art and has also received 
qualifications in Teaching & Training Adults at City & Guilds, 2007, as well as NOCN Level 3 Working With 
Substance Users, 2005, and in 2013 she completed an MA in Art Psychotherapy. Her work forms part of the 
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private collection of the Duke of Devonshire as well as public collections at Gallery Oldham, Greater 
Manchester; Williamson Gallery, Birkenhead; Sheffield Galleries and Museums Trust and Guild of St George 
Ruskin Collection. She has exhibited at Yorkshire Sculpture Park, Ruthin Craft Centre and the Arts & Crafts 
House Blackwell. Her Solo exhibitions have been held at Gallery Oldham, Oldham; Williamson Art Gallery & 
Museum, Birkenhead, Craft Study Centre, Farnham; Potteries Museum & Art Gallery, Stoke on Trent, The Arts 
& Crafts House, Bowness, Cumbria; Chatsworth House, Bakewell, Derbyshire; Smug, London and Yorkshire 
ArtSpace, Sheffield. As part of her social art practice she has also completed various residencies at Guidepost 
Working Men’s Club, Northumberland, 2015; University of Sheffield, 2014; Chatsworth, Derbyshire & Manor 
Estate, Sheffield, 2013; Drawing Shed, London, 2012; Yorkshire Artspace/ Manor Oaks, 2011 and Phoenix 
Futures Residential Rehab, Sheffield, 2010, working alongside members of the community. In 2014 Emilie was 
awarded Arts Enterprise Collaborations Award by the University of Sheffield as well as the New Collaborations 
Bursary Award by A-n. She has also been awarded Grants for the Arts by Art Council England. Her work will 
be included in the Yinka Shonibare curated Criminal Ornamentation exhibition currently on at Attenborough 
Arts Centre, Leicester and touring to venues in Exeter, Wakefield and Southampton. 
 
About the gallery 
Bosse & Baum promotes an open-range of developments in the arts, curating site-specific exhibitions, 
supporting emergent practitioners, with a focus on audience development. The gallery has a strong focus on 
performative art practices, with an active events programme accompanying exhibitions, bringing current 
discourses to the attention of existing and new audiences, both in the local community and internationally. A 
team of two, Lana Churchill and Alexandra Warder, are steering the gallery to be a open, accessible, testing 
ground, and solid foundation, for artists and audience, encouraging active viewing, conversation, whilst 
supporting the growth of their artists beyond the gallery space, into both private and institutional collections. 
The gallery operates within the public and private spheres, open to new combinations, to move forward in the 
current cultural and economic conditions. The current gallery space is based in Peckham, London, where the 
permanent gallery was founded in 2014. The gallery’s main exhibition and events programme is accompanied 
by a non-profit and Arts Council England supported project called Micro Social Cultures, which started in early 
2018. Micro Social Cultures is an active shared space for research, thinking & discussion and for exchanging 
ideas and knowledge catalysed by contemporary art practice. This will result in an online library, commissioned 
essays & open source information. The annual programme is structured in 4 episodes, each episode centered 
around an artist-developed workshop. This year’s programme has been selected by Jamie Sutcliffe. The invited 
artists for 2018 will be: Hardeep Pandhal, Anna Zett, Claire Potter and Monira Al Qadiri. 
 
 
For more information and high resolution press images please contact lana@bosseandbaum.com 


